Endometrium as a biological sensor of embryo quality
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In mammals, the birth of viable and healthy progeny involves a continuum of complex biological processes and several checkpoints (or hurdles) that have to be passed successfully. In terms of contribution to pregnancy, the male differs from the female, since the mother not only produces gametes (oocytes), but she also hosts the whole gestation, mainly in the uterus. The uterus is covered with endometrium, a tissue layer endowed with unique features that initiates cellular and molecular interactions with the embryo during implantation, making this step a critical checkpoint of pregnancy. Current data have demonstrated that congenital anomalies, acquired diseases or perturbations of adult maternal physiology before and during reproductive life (e.g. stress, nutrition; endocrine disruptors, infection) can affect endometrial function in a permanent or transient manner. Distinct endometrial responses can also be elicited by embryos presenting distinct post-implantation fates. Indeed biological functions (e.g. metabolism and immune function), molecular pathways (e.g. oxidative phosphorylation) and individual genes (e.g. SOCS3) were affected in bovine endometrium facing various types of embryos produced by artificial insemination, in vitro fertilization or somatic cell nuclear transfer. These findings have led to the concept that endometrium is an early biosensor of embryo developmental potential, which is useful for the prediction of pregnancy issues. This biological property, first demonstrated in cattle, has been recently applied to human species, since the expression of immune genes in decidualized stroma cells was reported to differ in cultured endometrial cells incubated with developing or non-developing embryos. Hence, mammalian endometrium appears as a dynamic and reactive tissue whose physiology can be negatively affected by environmental factors or types of embryos. This compromised or suboptimal endometrial quality can subtly or deeply affect embryo development before implantation, with visible and sometimes severe consequences for the placentaion process and fetal development, as well as pregnancy outcome and the long-term health of the offspring.
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Data from animal experiments showed that colony-stimulating factors (CSF) also affect human implantation and embryo development (Robertson & Seamark, 1992, Moraes & Hansen, 1997, Tremellen et al., 1998). As early as 2000, we reported an increase in pregnancy rates among patients with recurrent implantation failures (RIF) patients (Würfel, 300 μg molgramostim at embryo transfer); in 2009 ScarPELLiNi and SbraciA reported an increase in birth rates in RSA patients from 48.5% to 52.8%, while we reported an increase in IVF program pregnancy rates from 27% to 47% (SantJonhaniS et al., 2011, 2013).

Our RIF study was continued after publication, under study conditions also current continued administration to RSA patients after excluding common significant causes of miscarriage (2 x 13 Mio rechG-CSF/week up to the 12th week of gestation).

RIF patients (more than 6 failed embryo transfers) continue to benefit significantly with pregnancy rates of 43% for day 5 transfer (control group: 27%). RSA patients benefit with an average birth rate of 78.1% of pregnancies begun.

RIF patients: over 200 children were born, and there was no increase in premature births. In this group follow-up is relatively complete; in the case of a renewed abortion the frequency of genetically abnormal findings was 78.4%. Of all births, one scaphocephaly and one omphalocele were reported, one child was born (outside our Center) in the 36th week of pregnancy with trisomy 13. The time of birth was after the 37th week of pregnancy in 86.3% (single pregnancies) and between the 32nd and 37th week in 11.8%. The average age of the female patients was 33.9 years.

RSA children born: 221 (figure incomplete as not all patient couples return for appointments). Gestational outcome was similar to that of RIF patients.

For a specific group of patients G-CSF is effective at stabilizing pregnancies and increasing birth rates without significant side-effects. Indication is complex: we regard indications as those given in HLA-C haploidentity or weak paternal HLA-C groups (group 2) and in cases where the three activating KIR receptors (2DS1/2DS5/3DS1) are lacking (Faridi et al., 2009; Hilby et al., 2008). At the dosages and length of treatment specified, no danger of malignoma induction is anticipated (Hepp et al., 2009).
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